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Debt Crisis Watch And Managed Futures 

Strategy

I recently had an opportunity to ask Chicago Federal Reserve President 
Charlie Evans to define the risks in quantitative easing and related stimulus 
policies he has so aggressively pursued.  In his speech to a friendly group 
at the Union League Club in Chicago on April 16, the Chicago Fed President 
didn’t discuss risk much in his prepared remarks outside of the potential to 
create inflation.  When directly asked to list the headline risks of quantitative 
easing, he relented at two points: interfering with the price discovery 
mechanisms of markets and creating froth.  As solving the sequester battle 
has been generally avoided by political leaders, a note Mr. Evans hit on 
several occasions, academics, hedge fund managers and government policy 
leaders have questioned risks in quantitative easing, particularly catastrophic 
risk.  It is for this reason that Dr. Bob Swarup’s warnings on the topic might 
be ahead of his time.  Have a look in the article Fed President Evans Talks 
Quantitative Easing While Crisis Risks Questioned by Dr. Bob Swarup..

This month a professional asset manager wondered aloud if there would 
come a point when managed futures strategies would no longer work.  But 
is the real question: will trends no longer persist in markets?  Will volatility 
vanish?  To make the point in the article Is Trend Following Broken? we 
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Opalesque launches new comprehensive Managed Futures resources 
website

We invite you to register at our new comprehensive Managed Futures 
resources website www.uncorrelated-investments.com where you will 
have access to free tools like:

• Managed Futures Academy: Comprehensive educational resource
• Video Tutorials: Understanding CTAs and their performance drivers
• Video Portraits: Meet some of the most successful managed futures 
   managers
• Mark Melin’s Industry Insider’s Blog
• Needs Analysis: This interactive test helps you to determine your 
   managed futures knowledge level

http://www.uncorrelated-investments.com
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call on a 2010 study produced by managed future fund operator AQR and their look at trend following dating back to 1903, the 
longest known study period in existence.  We further look at trend following in the article CTA Evaluation and Portfolio Correlation 
Considerations.

In the article Kevin McDonald Discusses Single Manager, Multi-Strategy Funds the mechanics of a single manager trading multiple 
strategies relative to that of a multi-manager fund of funds approach is considered.  This article dove tails into Discretionary 
Strategies in the Spotlight¸ which looks at the first mutual fund product to primarily employ discretionary traders.  In industry 
events, managed futures evangelist Tom O’Donnell, a former pension fund manager, discusses his experiences allocating towards 
managed futures in the article A Former Institutional Investors Perspective on Managed Futures.

I hope you find this issue useful.  If you have any comments or questions, feel free to reach out.

Best Regards,
Mark H. Melin
Editor 
Melin@Opalesque.com

mailto:melin@Opalesque.com
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Is Trend Following Broken? 

From 2009 to 2012 managed futures and its primary strategy, trend following, had its most challenging performance in history.   As 
a benchmark, the trend following heavy Altegris 40 index, which only had 4 negative years of performance in its 22 year history, 
encountered three of those years since 2009. 

This has led many to ask “Is the managed futures trend following strategy broken,” with some investors quickly withdrawing support 
for the investment.  However, is exiting on the investment category’s drawdown a prudent choice?  Does the generally statistically 
driven investment category have a history of mean reversion from its drawdown points?  

Altegris 40 Index Annual Performance 01/90 - 03/13

Source: The Altegris 40 is rebalanced monthly based on assets under management in the top 40 CTAs reporting to the service. Past performance is not indicative of future 

results. Due to the nature of diversification, index performance may not be representative of individual performance. 

 

Is Managed Futures Broken?

When looking at previous performance and wondering if the “strategy is broken” is asking the wrong question.   If the managed 
futures performance beta is based on price trends in a market then isn’t the real question: are price trends broken?  If the strategy is 
based on price volatility, then isn’t the real question: is market volatility broken?  

By Mark Melin

Ye
ar

Return in %

IS TREND FOLLOWING BROKEN? 

http://www.managedfutures.com/managed_futures_index.aspx
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This discussion centers on the beta factors that drive performance in managed futures.  While it would seem unlikely that price 
trends and market volatility would disappear from the landscape, the interesting question becomes how has the strategy performed 
throughout time?  Have price trends always existed in markets?  Has even the most basic trend following strategy been effective 
been effective over time?

While most studies of managed futures performance tend to date back near 30 years, the birth of the regulated investment category, 
a recent AQR study of price trends considers market behavior dating back to 1903.

The Variable Nature of Price Trends 

Perhaps most interesting in the AQR study, A Century of Evidence on Trend-Following Investing, is noting how, which price trends are 
unpredictable, they have always been present at some point in the market environment.  Trend following strategies and their related 
viability were found to deliver positive performance during all study periods.

While positive returns were interesting, other statistical measures warrant consideration.  For instance, the rate of return on AQR’s 
model portfolio did vary significantly.  From a high return of 40.3% during runaway inflation of the 1970s to the low of 9.7% during 
the depression era, the spread from high to low was wide, but surprisingly not the volatility.  Realized volatility in the study ranged 
from 11.7% during World War Two to a low of 8.4% during the 1990’s era of deficit expansion.  Further tightening was evidenced in 
the correlation to the S&P 500, which ranged from 0.21 to -0.30.  During the great depression, it should be noted, the correlation of 
AQR’s trend following model to the S&P 500 was 0.00, according to the study.

While managed futures performance only officially dates back to 1985, researchers Brian Hurst, Yao Hua Ooi and Lasse H. Pedersen 
in the AQR research department studied trend following strategies dating back to 1903.  Looking behind the numbers, the research 
most importantly demonstrates that trends have always been a present market environment. 

Because study data previous to 1985 is sparse, researchers were required to measure trend following in general using a basic trend 
following time / series momentum strategy.  What’s interesting is that by basing the study on a trend following strategy rather than 
judging manager performance, researchers come closer to extracting the “beta” of the investment.  This, in turn, assists in validating 
the core concept that trends are always present in the market environment at some point.    

The Cyclical Nature of Trends

Trend following professionals note that what is statistically interesting is in 2012 markets didn’t find meaningful trends across any time 
horizon.  
 
Price persistence, or “trendiness” in market prices, is both expansionary and carries mean reversion traits as well.  Price trends are 
expansionary in that, during powerful market trends, once one market begins to exhibit strong price persistence other markets may 
follow suit.  This could be due to a number of reasons, including fundamental economic factors driving supply and demand across 
a variety of markets.  But trend followers don’t consider the fundamentals as much as the meaning behind the price movement in 
markets.  The market environment for consistent price persistence, or trendiness, was above mean in 2008.  As a result, managed 
futures generally experienced its best performance in history.  With 20 / 20 hindsight one might think it clear to exit managed futures 
while the investment category was on the outside of its statistical mean just as one might expect investors to enter the program when 
it was on its statistical bottom of the range of returns.  

Market Environment Cyclicality   

Which was a very above mean type environment for trend following and thus the strategy exhibited above mean performance relative 
to other asset classes.  Once a trend ends, regardless of the time frame, the tendency is for markets to compress or absorb volatility, 
thereby setting up the next wave of directional movement.

“We tend to see trends come in 3 to 5 year rolling waves, or cycles, in the longer duration timeframe,” said Cole Wilcox, who 
operates three funds at Longboard Asset Management.  “With an ultra long term trend follower, for instance, we may have 3 to 5 
years of above mean performance environments and 3 to 5 years of average to below mean performance environments, with some of 
those years substantially below average.”  

IS TREND FOLLOWING BROKEN? 
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To be a successful trend following investor is to understand cyclicality of the performance drivers.  “Just like farming, when crop 
yields are low, it isn’t appropriate to consider that ‘farming is broken.’  Trend following isn’t broken because price trends, at a basic 
level, are a feature of the market environment.”

Performance Sources: 
http://www.managedfutures.com/managed_futures_index.aspx
http://www.aqrcapital.com/Research/AllResearch.aspx
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Index performance is not necessarily reflective of individual manager 
performance.  Managed futures is not appropriate for all investors.

IS TREND FOLLOWING BROKEN? 

http://www.managedfutures.com/managed_futures_index.aspx
http://www.aqrcapital.com/Research/AllResearch.aspx
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MANAGED FUTURES PERFORMANCE

Eight out of Eleven Newedge Indicies Up 
in March 
Opalesque Industry Update - The Newedge Trend Index increased 1.89% in March, followed by the Newedge CTA Index, which 
gained 1.29%. The Newedge Trend Index and Newedge CTA Index have risen 3.68% and 2.87%, respectively, for the year.

The Newedge Short-Term Trading Index was up 0.80% in March and 3.51% for 2013.

The Newedge Volatility Trading Index had the worst performance during the month and was down -0.81%.

The Newedge Trend Index, which is equally weighted, calculates the daily rate of return for a pool of the largest 10 trend following 
based CTAs that are willing to provide daily returns and are open to new investment.

The Newedge CTA Index, which is equally weighted, calculates the daily rate of return for a pool of the largest twenty CTAs that are 
willing to provide daily returns and are open to new investment. Both indices are rebalanced and reconstituted annually.

The Newedge Short-Term Traders Index is designed to track the daily performance of a portfolio of short-term, diversified CTAs who 
have less than a 10-day average holding period, are willing to provide daily returns and are open to new investment.

The Newedge Volatility Trading Index is a performance measure for the volatility trading and arbitrage style within the hedge fund 
universe. It is an equally weighed portfolio of Volatility Trading & Arbitrage funds.

Newedge reports that some of the top performing hedge funds during March included:

The Newedge CTA Index:
 • Graham Capital (K4D-15V): est. +4.46 percent
 • FX Concepts (Multi-Strategy): est. +3.93 percent
 • Capital Fund Management (Discus): est. +3.62 percent

The Newedge Trend Index:
 • Graham Capital (K4D-15V): est. +4.46 percent
 • Winton Capital (Diversified): est. +2.66 percent
 • Transtrend (Enhanced Risk): est. +2.18 percent

The Newedge STTI Index:
 • Capital Fund Management (Discus): est. +3.62 percent
 • R.G. Niederhoffer (Diversified): est. +3.44 percent
 • Crabel Capital (Multi-Product): est. +1.81 percent
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MANAGED FUTURES BY THE NUMBERS

Does The Stock Market Perfom Positively 
When Managed Futures Performs 
Negatively?
During the past 19 stock market crashes, a diversified managed futures portfolio has only experienced negative performance five 
times.  Why does this happen?  

If managed futures performs positively when the stock market is negative, is the reverse correlation true?  Will managed futures 
experience negative returns when the stock market is positive?  The year to date rise in both the S&P 500 index and equally strong 
performance of the Newedge CTA index warrants consideration.  Or perhaps conversely, when managed futures delivers negative 
performance has the stock market been delivered generally positive returns?

Strategic Thinking Regarding Why Managed Futures Performs During Negative Stock Market Periods   

When a stock market crashes, it volatility often preceded the larger price trend, if one were to look at the VIX / S&P correlation 
during crisis.  Market crashes often start with a surprise event that has altered market perceptions regarding the safety or viability 
of particular assets. By contrast problems, when systematic problems are identified before hand, are not a surprise and do not 
necessarily cause the same type of crisis crash.  This relates to managed futures in the following respect: This type of logic is used 
to model portfolios through a debt crisis. (See related article below Fed President Evans Talks Quantitative Easing While Crisis Risks 
Questioned by Dr. Bob Swarup)

On a strategic level, Managed futures trend 
following programs are said to perform positively 
during times of market declines because the 
market trend lower typically involves a consistent 
movement in one direction.  To prove this, look 
at a price chart of stock market activity during 
the circled time periods.   Once a market decline 
progresses, it is said to do so in consistent fashion.  
Thus, if a trend following program was able to 
identify the trend lower (which is done based on 
price action) then the trade remains consistently 
in place.  If the market trend lower were to 
reverse, for instance, in what is known as a stair 
step market price pattern, this could trigger the 
manager’s risk limits.  The lesson to recognize is 
that market environments that exhibit stair step, 
inconsistent price patterns are those in which the 
trend following program might not excel. 

Does this mean trend following (and managed futures in general) would be expected to perform negatively when the stock market 
rises?  
That’s actually an interesting math to consider.  Let’s take a look at it from another, less considered angle.  

When managed futures has performed negatively, how has the stock market performed?  

Chart Source CMEGroup: Managed Futures Portfolio Diversification Opportunities

http://www.cmegroup.com/education/files/ManagedFutures.pdf
http://www.cmegroup.com/education/files/ManagedFutures.pdf
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Comparing the performance of the two indices side by side, one will note managed futures, as measured by the Newedge CTA 
index, has performed negatively 46 times over the 120 month study period.  During the 46 months of negative managed futures 
performance, the stock market performed negatively 24 months – more negative months than positive months.  In fact, when 
managed futures did perform negatively – 46 out of 120 months – the average stock market loss was -0.43%.  This is just another way 
to arrive at the conclusion that examination of managed futures returns patterns will reveal that managed futures has a neutral, not 
negative, correlation to the stock market.  

MANAGED FUTURES BY THE NUMBERS

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

-2.03% Jul-11 0.83%

-1.67% Jun-11 -1.00%

-1.13% May-11 -1.27%

2.96% Apr-11 1.94%

0.04% Mar-11 -0.52%

3.43% Feb-11 0.34%

2.37% Jan-11 -0.83%

6.68% Dec-10 0.01%

0.01% Nov-10 -0.45%

3.80% Oct-10 0.19%

8.92% Sep-10 1.34%

-4.51% Aug-10 1.19%

7.01% Jul-10 -0.43%

-5.23% Jun-10 -0.11%

-7.99% May-10 0.20%

1.58% Apr-10 0.02%

6.03% Mar-10 1.16%

3.10% Feb-10 0.31%

-3.60% Jan-10 -0.02%

1.93% Dec-09 -1.52%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

3.75% Mar-13 0.51%

1.36% Feb-13 -0.13%

5.18% Jan-13 1.14%

0.91% Dec-12 1.40%

0.58% Nov-12 0.58%

-1.85% Oct-12 -1.09%

2.58% Sep-12 0.23%

2.25% Aug-12 0.03%

1.39% Jul-12 1.21%

4.12% Jun-12 -1.43%

-6.01% May-12 0.99%

-0.63% Apr-12 -0.75%

3.29% Mar-12 -1.16%

4.32% Feb-12 0.86%

4.48% Jan-12 0.71%

1.02% Dec-11 0.78%

-0.22% Nov-11 0.61%

10.93% Oct-11 -1.46%

-7.03% Sep-11 0.27%

-5.43% Aug-11 -0.73%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

6.00% Nov-09 1.02%

-1.86% Oct-09 -0.02%

3.73% Sep-09 0.79%

3.61% Aug-09 -0.73%

7.56% Jul-09 0.37%

0.20% Jun-09 -1.28%

5.59% May-09 1.73%

9.57% Apr-09 0.35%

8.76% Mar-09 -0.29%

-10.65% Feb-09 -0.36%

-8.43% Jan-09 0.08%

1.06% Dec-08 2.06%

-7.18% Nov-08 1.99%

-16.79% Oct-08 1.73%

-8.91% Sep-08 -2.57%

1.45% Aug-08 -0.01%

-0.84% Jul-08 -1.22%

-8.43% Jun-08 1.02%

1.30% May-08 0.47%

4.87% Apr-08 -0.75%
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S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

1.34% Apr-06 2.61%

1.24% Mar-06 0.61%

0.27% Feb-06 0.72%

2.65% Jan-06 2.58%

0.03% Dec-05 1.69%

3.78% Nov-05 1.86%

-1.67% Oct-05 -0.46%

0.81% Sep-05 3.04%

-0.91% Aug-05 0.74%

3.72% Jul-05 0.82%

0.14% Jun-05 0.89%

3.18% May-05 1.25%

-1.90% Apr-05 -0.13%

-1.77% Mar-05 0.08%

2.10% Feb-05 1.92%

-2.44% Jan-05 1.19%

3.40% Dec-04 1.03%

4.05% Nov-04 1.07%

1.53% Oct-04 1.11%

1.08% Sep-04 1.10%

0.40% Aug-04 -0.24%

-3.31% Jul-04 0.80%

1.94% Jun-04 0.51%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

-0.43% Mar-08 -0.50%

-3.25% Feb-08 2.64%

-6.00% Jan-08 1.00%

-0.69% Dec-07 0.97%

-4.18% Nov-07 0.12%

1.59% Oct-07 2.01%

3.74% Sep-07 2.75%

1.50% Aug-07 -1.55%

-3.10% Jul-07 0.54%

-1.66% Jun-07 0.94%

3.49% May-07 1.08%

4.43% Apr-07 1.01%

1.12% Mar-07 -0.13%

-1.96% Feb-07 -0.20%

1.51% Jan-07 0.54%

1.40% Dec-06 1.69%

1.90% Nov-06 1.68%

3.26% Oct-06 1.28%

2.58% Sep-06 -0.41%

2.38% Aug-06 0.05%

0.62% Jul-06 0.31%

0.14% Jun-06 0.09%

-2.88% May-06 -1.11%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

1.37% May-04 -0.20%

-1.57% Apr-04 -0.13%

-1.51% Mar-04 1.18%

1.39% Feb-04 1.82%

1.84% Jan-04 1.57%

5.24% Dec-03 3.68%

0.88% Nov-03 0.47%

5.66% Oct-03 1.70%

-1.06% Sep-03 3.99%

1.95% Aug-03 3.53%

1.76% Jul-03 -1.04%

1.28% Jun-03 2.82%

5.27% May-03 4.41%

8.24% Apr-03 2.69%

0.97% Mar-03 -0.50%

-1.50% Feb-03 1.50%

-2.62% Jan-03 1.33%

-5.87% Dec-02 2.08%

5.89% Nov-02 2.33%

8.80% Oct-02 1.82%

-10.87% Sep-02 0.80%

0.66% Aug-02 1.31%

-7.79% Jul-02 -0.64%

MANAGED FUTURES BY THE NUMBERS
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S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

-7.12% Jun-02 1.02%

-0.74% May-02 1.35%

-6.06% Apr-02 3.85%

3.76% Mar-02 3.30%

-1.93% Feb-02 -0.09%

-1.46% Jan-02 1.64%

0.88% Dec-01 3.85%

7.67% Nov-01 -0.51%

1.91% Oct-01 5.36%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

-8.08% Sep-01 -3.66%

-6.26% Aug-01 1.85%

-0.98% Jul-01 1.73%

-2.43% Jun-01 0.87%

0.67% May-01 1.70%

7.77% Apr-01 1.55%

-6.34% Mar-01 -0.25%

-9.12% Feb-01 0.55%

3.55% Jan-01 3.11%

0.49% Dec-00 4.21%

S&P
1 MONTH
TOTAL 
RETURN

Newedge 
1 Month
CTA
Index

-7.88% Nov-00 2.70%

-0.42% Oct-00 0.08%

-5.28% Sep-00 -1.04%

6.21% Aug-00 1.32%

-1.56% Jul-00 -0.71%

2.47% Jun-00 -0.44%

-2.05% May-00 1.92%

-3.01% Apr-00 -0.98%

9.78% Mar-00 0.58%

-1.89% Feb-00 2.89%

Risk Disclosure / Footnote / Performance sources: 
http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexId=spusa-500-usduf--p-us-l--
http://www.newedge.com/content/newedgecom/en/brokerage-services/prime-brokerage/newedge-indices.html
http://www.cmegroup.com/education/files/ManagedFutures.pdf
Past performance is not indicative of future results.  Index performance is not necessarily reflective of individual manager performance.  Managed 
futures is not appropriate for all investors.

MANAGED FUTURES BY THE NUMBERS

http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexId=spusa-500-usduf--p-us-l--
http://www.newedge.com/content/newedgecom/en/brokerage-services/prime-brokerage/newedge-indices.html
http://www.cmegroup.com/education/files/ManagedFutures.pdf
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MANAGER INTERVIEW

Kevin McDonald Discusses Single-
Manager, Multi-Strategy Funds 

Mark Melin / Opalesque: Tell me about your firm and what was 
the need that you saw in the investment landscape that led you 
in the direction of offering a managed futures mutual fund?

Kevin F. McDonald: Taylor Investment Advisors is a boutique 
alternative investment management and advisory firm that has 
a long history of relationships with the RIA community, as well 
as with institutions and large family offices. At the time, these 
relationships were increasingly expressing frustration with the 
investment tools available to them when constructing and 
managing portfolios for themselves and their clients. 

adequately diversified going into the financial and European 
crises of 2008 and 2011 only to realize they had a lot more beta 
in their portfolios than they imagined. 

Historically, these advisors would use Treasury bonds to balance 
the equity risk in their client portfolios, but with interest rates 
at record lows and serious concerns about a bond bubble and 
inflation risk, they were looking for new tools to accomplish their 
goals.

At Taylor we had been allocating to managed futures for years 
and understood that they could be used quite effectively as 
both a return generator and portfolio diversifier. This was one 
segment of the investment industry that has a long and proven 
history of delivering attractive, non-correlated return streams, 
but has not been well understood by many RIAs or available to 
their clients in a structure they could easily access.  

As a result, we began an initiative to solve for these challenges 
of making an attractive, non-correlated managed futures strategy 
available to a broader universe of investors, by using a mutual 
fund structure. 

MM: You are a multi-strategy fund with one CTA. Address the 
strategies that you are going to deploy and how that operates.

KM: The Taylor Xplor Managed Futures Strategy Fund utilizes 
a single CTA that implements a multi-strategy approach, as 
opposed to a fund of funds with multiple CTAs. Our single 
manager currently trades five distinct disciplines or strategies, 
including medium-term trend following, fundamental, counter-
trend, momentum and short-term pattern recognition. 

MM: Describe the differences between your momentum and 
pattern recognition strategies?

KM: In our world, momentum is a sub-set of trend following. 
Trend following typically captures the move from point A to 
point B over the medium-term, while momentum is shorter term 
and captures the point in time where the velocity of a trend is 
increasing. Pattern recognition is a much shorter time frame, 
ranging from intra-day to several days. The pattern recognition 
strategy is important because it can help to dampen or offset 
volatility of longer-term trend following strategies that can 
struggle in sideways markets or during trend reversals.

MM: How does this strategy compare to a standard fund of 

Alternative investment boutique Taylor Investment Advisors recently launched a multi-strategy mutual fund.  
We caught up with co-founder Kevin McDonald to discuss his recent efforts. 

The biggest source of 
their frustration grew 
out of identifying 
and allocating to 
non-correlated 
investment strategies 
in a world dominated 
by a “risk-on/risk-off” 
environment, in which 
most asset classes and 
investment approaches 
were  highly correlated.  
Many independent 
RIAs described to us 
feeling like their client’s 
portfolios were well 
constructed and 

Kevin F. McDonald, co founder 
of Taylor Investment Advisors, 
discusses strategy diversity. 
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funds programs?

KM: Overall, we felt like our approach was better, faster, and 
cheaper than a fund of funds structure. In our opinion a single 
CTA implementing multiple strategies (not just trend following) 
was more efficient, as the portfolio has fewer structural costs, 
less trading and potential slippage. Another benefit is a single 
CTA can allocate capital and manage risk in real time, as 
opposed to a fund of funds which may be rebalancing much less 
frequently. Finally, the overall cost structure is lower as a result of 
the efficiencies that a single manager has over a fund of funds. 
An example of potential cost savings occur when a single 
manager gets a signal to buy an asset like oil in one of the 
strategies (ie. trend) and a sell signal for oil in another strategy 
(ie. momentum), the signals offset one another and  no trade is 
executed. However, in a fund of funds, with multiple managers, 
you could have some managers long oil and some short oil, with 
the net result being no exposure for the investor, yet they have 
incurred the trading costs and risks associated with getting in 
and out of the positions.

Investors in alternatives today are becoming much more 
sophisticated in the way that they prefer to access the strategies. 
They are increasingly going direct into managers and strategies 
and less so through intermediaries like fund of funds.  Therefore, 
we felt a single manager, implementing a multi-strategy 
investment approach was a better way for these investors to 
get direct, more concentrated exposure, while still achieving 
diversification of multiple strategies.

We believe our structure is a cleaner, more efficient way for 
investors to get exposure to managed futures strategies, as long 

as we, as the mutual fund advisor, have done our job. 

MM: Can you discuss how your fund operates inside the 
managed futures required Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) 
structure?

KM: We are using a CFC structure that has become a bit 
more common in the last couple of years. While it was not our 
creation, it is something that we have modeled our fund on.  
We allocate 25% of the fund’s assets to our CFC which then 
invests into our underlying CTA and 75% is allocated to our fixed 
income sub-advisor BlackRock. Our objective for the fund is to 
give investors exposure to managed futures, therefore our fixed 
income strategy is a low duration, low risk portfolio. The target 
duration for the BlackRock portion of the portfolio is below two 
years, and is comprised of US Treasuries, government agencies 
along with investment grade fixed income.

MM: What does that mean to tax treatment considerations?

KM: The tax treatment will be a bit different than a direct 
investment in exchange traded futures. The tax benefits of 
futures contracts are effectively diluted by the CFC structure. 
However, we think that the tradeoff for investors to be able to 
get access to managed futures in a mutual fund format remains 
quite compelling.

We are a strong believer in the value that managed futures and 
CTAs can provide to a traditional, equity dominated investment 
portfolios and think they will be increasingly used by RIAs in the 
future as a compliment to traditional long only strategies.

The ticker symbols for Taylor’s offerings are TMFAX and TMFIX.

Mr. McDonald is the Co-Founder of Taylor Investment Advisors LP. He has served on the Investment Committee of Taylor Investment 
Advisors since the firm’s inception in 2002 and has more than 19 years experience in the investment field. Prior to co-founding 
Taylor Investment Advisors, Mr. McDonald was a Director at Larch Lane Advisors, an alternative asset management firm specializing 
in multi-manager hedge fund portfolios, from 1999 to 2001. From 1994 to 1999, Mr. McDonald was a Vice President in the futures 
and options group at JP Morgan where he was responsible for developing and marketing investment strategies to hedge fund 
clients. From 1991 to 1994, Mr. McDonald was an Assistant Treasurer and proprietary fixed-income trader at BSI - AG, where he was 
involved in all aspects of the launch and investment activity of Swiss American Capital Management, a global macro hedge fund. Mr. 
McDonald began his career at Chemical Bank (a predecessor to JP Morgan Chase) where he was a credit analyst in the corporate 
finance group. He received his B.A. from the University of Virginia.
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PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT THOUGHTS / EDUCATION

CTA Evaluation and Portfolio Correlation 
Considerations
By Mark Melin

When faced with initial due diligence, investors often swim through a sea of past performance numbers.  How might one best go 
about this early stage due diligence task?  Walk through the analysis of Quantica Capital’s Managed Futures Program to see how 
one might consider different variables in a managed futures selection process. 
 
Categorize Based on Strategy, Markets Traded and Trade Time Frame:  To effectively organize the due diligence task, it is 
best to determine strategy as defined based on what drives trade decisions.  It is important to differentiate between strategy and 
markets traded or trade time frame, as you will see.  

We will consider the case of Quantica managed futures fund a  Schaffhausen, Switzerland based trend following program, their beta 
performance driver is price persistence.  When correlating a portfolio, and modeling it through various market environments, it is 
helpful consider the mix of beta performance drivers in the portfolio as well as markets traded and trade time frame, key factors in 
trend following.

Markets Traded Considerations: Some managed futures funds may narrowly focus their markets traded on various niches while 
others may be exceedingly broad.  As an investor understand the logic behind the market traded choice and benchmark this logic 
on a going forward basis.  For instance, Monsoon Capital is a CTA who trades only Asian equity markets due to the fund manager’s 
belief that they are driven more by the emotion of retail investors than US or European equity markets.  Thus trends are more 
prevalent and pronounced, is the manager’s logic.  With this understanding, set expectations but also understand correlation 
considerations.   

When considering markets traded in an investment, also recognize the depth and related liquidity of the market relative to the size 
of the trading program.  Certain trading programs in highly niche markets – Asian rubber markets, for instance – are generally only 
available to smaller funds.  Larger funds may be limited only to trade larger markets, which impacts performance expectations.  In a 
due diligence report, one might want to consider volatility relative to markets traded. 

Trade Time Frame: In managed futures it is always interesting to consider trade time frame as it relates to downside risk 
management.  For instance, with an understanding of trade time frame the investor might ask questions relative to risk management 
in certain long duration program.  Some long term managers may ignore short term drawdown if the longer term trade signal 
remains positive.  Thus, in such a program the investor might be expected to tolerate drawdowns in order to remain in the longer 
term trend.  In a due diligence report, outline the trade time frame and implications relative to risk management and drawdown 
tolerance.

Evaluation By the Numbers

Different strategies have different average performance numbers that might be used as a guidepost (but not definitive) 
measurement.  (The following is based on studies conducted in 2008 and then again in 20101. )

Use Loss Size, not Win Percentage: In a trend following program, win percentage can be among the lowest of all primary 
strategy types at 57%.  Compare this with the options (volatility) category that has the highest win percentage at 74.25%.  With 
an understanding of the premise of each strategy this is logical.  However, in trend following the measurement one might want 

http://www.managedfuturesdatabase.com/2610/Quantica-Managed-Futures261.html
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to better consider is control of loss size.  In trend following average loss size was 3.63% compared to the options category with 
5.38%.  This can be explained because fundamental to many trend strategies is to let upside deviation run while managing downside 
deviation.  Conversely, many of the option strategies are focused on small but consistent wins and can experience difficulty during 
periods of rapidly rising volatility.   In the case of Quantica, their average monthly loss size was 2.08% and their downside deviation 
was 2.01%, two key performance numbers the investor may wish to benchmark.   

Margin to Equity:  After the investment has been categorized at a high level, then start to consider different performance variables.  
One interesting consideration is their margin to equity ratio, which can differ based on strategy.  Studies of average margin to equity 
levels can vary, but a benchmark study conducted in 2010 averaged systematic trend following at 15.56%.  In Quantica’s case, margin 
to equity was reported at 12%.  This is an interesting number to keep an eye on going forward, particularly if a trading program 
experiences volatility as the risk manager may wish to watch margin to equity for signs of strategy shift.  With a margin to equity ratio 
of 12, Quantica has an attractive leveraged returns ratio but a more impressive leveraged volatility ratio.

These are a few considerations to help narrow choices in the managed futures investment selection process.  

1. Risk Disclosure / Footnote: Averaged CTA performance is not being represented as reflective of individual performance.  Past performance is not 
indicative of future results.  Source: HPMF Strategy Benchmark Performance Study was referenced in this article, 2010 (Wiley).  The study on Page 239 
was conducted by averaging the performance of all managed futures programs with a 36 month track record or longer reporting to the BarclayHedge 
CTA database at the time of the reporting period.  Spot checking of the study has occurred since 2010 but no inclusive study of the topic has taken 
place since that point. Additional performance sources: 
http://www.managedfuturesdatabase.com/login.html; 
http://www.iasg.com/managed-futures/performance; 
CTA disclosure materials.

PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT THOUGHTS / EDUCATION

http://www.managedfuturesdatabase.com/login.html
http://www.iasg.com/managed-futures/performance
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Discretionary Strategies In The Spotlight
By Mark Melin

Managed futures is typically an investment often perceptually correlated to mathematical probability and quantitative-based 
strategies.  But there is a strong breed of manager, often taking a more traditional discretionary “hedge fund” approach to human-
based trade logic, who can provide interesting correlation benefits in a portfolio.  This group of managers prove that it is not 
managed futures that provides the diversification, but rather the strategies the managers employ.  

Discretionary managed futures strategies are those defined as using human-driven decision models or combining more than one 
strategy.  Proprietary performance study benchmarks1 discretionary strategies as having the second lowest worst drawdown 
average, at 20.61%, compared to average trend following drawdown of 24.92%.  Perhaps most interesting is the category’s 
downside deviation, the sophisticated risk manager’s look at how well a risk program operates during a relative crisis situation.  
Discretionary traders in this study had a downside deviation of 2.41%, on average, compared with a 3.08% downside volatility with 
trend following.  (The strategy study referenced in this report is not designed to be definitive, but rather used as a guidepost for 
relative value analysis. See footnote for study details.)  

Based on its variety in approach, discretionary trading lacks a direct correlation to any 
single market environment. Price persistence, volatility, and mean reversion do not 
always correlate directly to a discretionary or tactical approach to the markets, making 
it difficult to identify beta market exposure.  

Discretionary traders produced interesting relative downside volatility numbers and 
as a general category measured in this limited study, they have controlled loss size 
to a greater degree in the past. Based on the study average loss size in this category 
was 2.85% while 3.63% was the average in the trend following category.  While such 
studies of performance are not empirically definitive, they do provide insight into 
risk management protocols one might consider when evaluating and managing the 
investment going forward. 

Trend following typically makes up nearly 70% of all core strategy types in manged 
futures. Enter Witherspoon Asset Management, a group of former Commodity 
Corporation executives who launched a managed futures mutual fund targeted to 
provide a multi-strategy portfolio of managers averaging 75% discretionary and 
tactical specialists and 25% systematic / trend following.  
It is for this reason Witherspoon’s recently launched Managed Futures Strategy Fund 
(ticker: CTAAX, CTAIX) is interesting.  Over 90% of single manager managed futures 
mutual funds significantly favor trend following. 

“Discretionary sources of alpha are underrepresented in the current managed futures funds,” said Lee Gladden, who has over 30 
years experience in managed futures which began with Commodities Corporation (now Goldman Sachs Hedge Fund Strategies 
Group) in 1981

Witherspoon’s focus on discretionary traders and tactical specialists (i.e. non trend-following) dates back to the culture and legacy 
of Commodities Corporation in Princeton, a history which most of the Witherspoon management team shares.  Commodities 
Corporation was well known as a breeding ground for some of the legendary traders in the industry, including  Paul Tudor Jones, 
Louis Bacon, and Bruce Kovner.  

Former Commodity Corporation executive 
Lee Gladden, now chief executive officer 
at Witherspoon Asset Management, 
discusses correlation risk in a single 
strategy portfolio.
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“The biggest limitation facing a portfolio composed primarily of trend following managers is that most such managers tend to exhibit 
high degrees of correlation with one another,” Gladden adds.  

Gladden explains the difference. “Witherspoon usually allocates approximately 75% of the capital in its portfolio to managers who 
are not trend followers and who have a low correlation with each other. As a result, we believe our portfolio is designed to have less 
volatility and to be more consistent.  Currently we have two trend-followers and seven discretionary traders/tactical specialists in our 
CTA portfolio.”

1. Risk Disclosure / Footnote: Averaged CTA performance is not being represented as reflective of individual performance.  Past performance is not 
indicative of future results.  Performance Source: HPMF Strategy Benchmark Performance Study was referenced in this article, 2010 (Wiley).  The study 
on Page 239 was conducted by averaging the performance of all managed futures programs with a 36 month track record or longer reporting to the 
BarclayHedge CTA database at the time of the reporting period.  Spot checking of the study has occurred since 2010 but no inclusive study of the 
topic has taken place since that point. 
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DEBT CRISIS TRACKING

Fed President Evans Talks Quantitative 
Easing While Crisis Risks Questioned by 
Dr. Bob Swarup
By Mark Melin

As Chicago Federal Reserve President Charlie Evans signaled the desire to accelerate quantitative easing and stimulus to 
encourage growth, others question this policy as having significant hidden risk.  “I see asset purchases continuing until the end of 
2013,” he said in an April 16 speech at the Union League Club of Chicago, where he also pushed for a new unemployment target of 
5.5% rather than ending stimulus at 6.5%.   

President Evan’s prepared remarks were full of benefits of easy monetary policy, but listed inflation as the only outward risk of 
the never before utilized strategy of the Federal Reserve purchasing government bonds. When asked to simply list the headline 
risks in quantitative easing, Mr. Evans noted “distortion of pricing mechanisms” and the potential to create “frothy markets” as he 
engaged in a longer explanation.  Answering a later question, Mr. Evans noted that financial instability fears are a concern in some 
quarters. Perhaps most interesting was Mr. Evans apparent acknowledgement of the potential for a significant debt crisis crash.  Mr. 
Evans repeated references that Congress / the sequester failure would be to blame for any future debt crisis crash is both positive 
and negative.  It is positive in that credible debt crisis concerns are, apparently, on the agenda.  Its negative in that the Fed might 
recognize the significant problem future political leaders face.  

Societal Risks
Financial stability fears are putting the topic in mild focus. Bridgewater’s Ray Dalio, among a litany of 
thought leaders, has noted in public comments that he fears that inattention to the debt crisis could lead 
to a 1933 style extremist government if not properly managed. 

“When considering a debt crisis, economists often tend to look at the debt crisis “from a monetary point of 
view alone and completely ignore the human aspects as well as the socio-political ramifications,” noted Dr. 
Bob Swarup, whose book on the foundations of financial crises Money Mania is due out in spring of 2014.  

“Money is a social construct.  That means by definition anything related to money has wider ramifications 
across society,” said Dr. Swarup, who recently wrote a white paper on the European debt crisis and its 
historical parallels with Lombard Street Research titled “Til Debt Us Do Part” 

“Right now in Europe, unemployment is in double digits while in Spain, for example, over 50% of the youth 
population is unemployed – a significant problem and the cause of major strains in the fabric of society.  
These are all the right ingredients for populist politicians and extremists to come into power,” he said.   

When considering a debt crisis, economists often tend to look at the problem “from a monetary point of view alone and completely 
ignore the human aspects as well as the socio-political ramifications.  

Formerly a partner at London’s Pension Corporation, where he oversaw the firm’s investments in alternative assets, Dr. Swarup now 
consults with institutional investors and asset managers for Camdor Global. “Right now there is too much debt in the system and 
limited capacity to add more.  Basically to reignite sustainable growth, much of the debt needs to be eliminated.”  And therein lies 
the problem.  “The belief that all this debt will be repaid at some point down the line is misplaced, it’s just not going to happen.  
Bondholders would like to hope they’re getting all their money back. But hope is not a strategy and the answer is most of them won’t 
in real terms. The problem they face is that unless they come to this realization sooner rather than later and restructure accordingly, 
the chances of recovery become progressively smaller. It’s an unfolding tragedy of small decisions.”

A full transcript of this interview will be made available in next month’s issue of Opalesque Futures Intelligence.

Former Pension 
Corporation partner 
and author Dr. Bob 
Swarup notes the debt 
crisis with alarm.
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

A Former Institutional Investor’s 
Perspective on Managed Futures

Institutional Investor’s Perspective on Managed Futures” provide the listener with a unique perspective on managed futures. Current 
and prospective managed futures investors can benefit from this presentation.  Mr. O’Donnell will be sharing his story via a free CME 
Group webinar on April 30, 2013. To register visit:  Click Here

Tom O’Donnell has a long memory.  While at the Virginia Retirement System in the early 1990s 
he and his colleagues were tasked with evaluating managed futures.  The experience changed 
the course of his career, as he is now a principal and director of global business development 
at the Bornhoft Group, a firm that has specialized in multiple CTA portfolios since 1985.  Today 
more than ever Mr. O’Donnell believes that managed futures is something institutional investors 
should investigate. “Institutional investors need to consider all potential portfolio outcomes. 
The pursuit of the northwest corner is an ongoing process.  Preparing portfolios for the next 
2008 or even for an environment that is only half as bad should be on the agenda. Seeking out 
investments that have the potential to limit downside volatility should always be of interest,” he 
said in an interview. 
 
Mr. O’Donnell has more than 20 years of managed futures industry experience beginning with 
his time as an institutional investor at the Virginia Retirement System.  He is one of the only 
people in the managed futures industry who has been an institutional investor who invested 
in managed futures, an institutional marketing person who has sold managed futures for an 
individual Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) firm and for a Multiple CTA firm, and he has worked 
for one of the largest Futures Commission Merchants (FCMs) in the world. His buy-side and 
sell-side knowledge covering traditional and alternative investments is significant. The real life 
stories, insights, and information that he shares in his educational presentation titled “A Former 

Tom O’Donnell wonders if 
institutional investors have a 
responsibility to understand 
managed futures.

http://bit.ly/Zxd3pX
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INDUSTRY EVENT

CTA Expo New York April 25, 2013
CTAExpo was established to provide a venue where Commodity Trading Advisors and Emerging Managers could meet potential 
capital sources and focus on issues that are crucial to growing their businesses in today’s changing economic and regulatory 
environment. In just four years CTAExpo has grown to offering one day conferences in New York, London, Chicago and Miami. 
Registrations have grown for our conference in Chicago from 140 in 2008 to 500 in 2011.

The attendance of our previous CTAExpo conferences has been heavily weighted to capital sources and traders. Typically less than 
25% of our attendees are from service providers. In 2012, almost 40% of our attendees had never attended a CTAExpo conference 
before. Capital sources, including asset allocators, pool operators and professional clients attend CTAExpo events free.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

CTAExpo New York features knowledgeable Speakers on cutting edge topics for both Traders and Capital Sources, including:

• CHINA AND THE ALTERNATIVE MARKET
 o Chuck Johnson (Tano Capital)

• ALTERNATIVE INVESTING AND STRUCTURES THAT DEFER TAXES
 o Moderator: Alan Snyder (Shinnecock Partners)
 o Robert L Beauchamp (American General Life)
 o Michael Liebeskind (Sali Fund Services)

• KEYNOTE SPEAKER: GLOBAL CURRENCY MARKETS / RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
 o Samarit Shankar, MD (BNY Mellon)

• EVOLVING CTAS - CAPTURING THE ASCENT
 o Mikael Stenbom (RPM Risk and Portfolio Management)

For additional information: Click Here

http://bit.ly/14DokeR
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MANAGED FUTURES PINNACLE AWARDS

Pinnacle Awards Nominees Announced
The CMEGroup and BarclayHedge announced the following nominated firms for the Managed Futures Pinnacle Awards:
AAA Capital Management Advisors, Ltd

AC Investment Management
ACL Global Fund
Alder Capital
Bornhoft Group
Bridgewater Associates, Inc. 
Crabel Capital Management
Doherty Advisors
Dominice & Co. Asset Management
Eagle Trading Systems Inc.
Esulep LLC
Global Ag, LLC
Global Sigma Group, LLC
GMO Australia Ltd
Harmonic Capital  

IPM Systematic Macro
ITB Capital Management, LLC
J E Moody & Company LLC
LJM Partners, Ltd.
Newton Capital Partners
Optima Discretionary Macro Fund Limited
Protec Energy Partners LLC
QuantMetrics Capital Management
Rosetta Capital Management, LLC
Sasco Energy Fund L.P.
Signina Capital AG
Stenger Capital Management, LLC 
Two Sigma Investments, LLC
Warrington Asset Management Corporation

Managers were nominated for a total of 14 awards, based on quantitative data from BarclayHedge (methodology information below). 
All winners will be announced and presented an award during the awards ceremony.

For more information on specific award categories and their associated nominees, visit www.mfpawards.com

EVENT DETAILS
Wednesday, June 19 
Four Seasons Hotel
Chicago, IL

5:30 - 7:00 p.m. – Registration and cocktails
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. – Seated dinner, awards, and entertainment
10:00 p.m. – Post awards after-party

http://www.mfpawards.com
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This newsletter is designed to include a wide variety of industry voices and information. To participate, send your news, events and viewpoints to 
melin@opalesque.com.  To be considered for inclusion information must be factual, and ideally address deep industry issues and reveal insight 
into how strategies operate, all delivered from a balanced perspective that addresses risk frank terms.  

User agreement and confirmation of Qualified Eligible Person status
The user acknowledges and agrees to all of below: 
User confirms that they are a Qualified Eligible Person as defined under the (CFTC) Regulation 4.7., because they are: Registered investment 
company; Bank; Insurance company; Employee benefit plan with >$5,000,000; Private business development company Organization described 
in Sec. 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code with >$5,000,000 in assets; Corporation, trust, partnership with >$5,000,000 not formed to 
invest in exempt pool; Person with net worth >$1,000,000; Person with net income >$200,000 each of last 2 yrs. or >$300,000 when combined 
with spouse; Pool, trust separate account, collective trust with >$5,000,000 in assets;  User also confirms they meet the following Portfolio 
Requirement: Own securities with a market value >$2,000,000; Have had on deposit at FCM, in last 6 months, >$200,000 in margin and option 
premiums; Have combination of securities and FCM deposits. The percentages of required amounts must = 100%.

Opinions: 
User represents themselves to be a sophisticated investor who understands volatility, risk and reward potential.  User recognizes information 
presented is not a recommendation to invest, but rather a generic opinion, which may not have considered all risk factors. 
User recognizes this web site and related communication substantially represent the opinions of the author and are not reflective of the 
opinions of any exchange, regulatory body, trading firm or brokerage firm. 

The opinions of the author may not be appropriate for all investors and there is no warrantee relative to the accuracy or completeness of same.  
The author may have conflicts of interest, a disclosure of which is available upon request.  

Privacy Policy: Links to third party sites may require registration.  When registering with Opalesque or Uncorrelated Investments, users can 
maintain their privacy by selecting the “Opt Out” button and proceed to pay for services.  In order to receive complementary reports and 
information, users may be required to identify themselves, and this information may be shared with third party sponsors. 

RISK DISCLOSURE
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

THE RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING COMMODITIES CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL. YOU SHOULD THEREFORE CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER SUCH TRADING IS SUITABLE FOR 

YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR FINANCIAL CONDITION. THE HIGH DEGREE OF LEVERAGE THAT IS OFTEN OBTAINABLE IN COMMODITY TRADING CAN WORK AGAINST YOU 

AS WELL AS FOR YOU. THE USE OF LEVERAGE CAN LEAD TO LARGE LOSSES AS WELL AS GAINS. YOU COULD LOOSE ALL OF YOUR INVESTMENT OR MORE THAN YOU 

INITIALLY INVEST. IN SOME CASES, MANAGED COMMODITY ACCOUNTS ARE SUBJECT TO SUBSTANTIAL CHARGES FOR MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY FEES. IT MAY 

BE NECESSARY FOR THOSE ACCOUNTS THAT ARE SUBJECT TO THESE CHARGES TO MAKE SUBSTANTIAL TRADING PROFITS TO AVOID DEPLETION OR EXHAUSTION 

OF THEIR ASSETS.

THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT CONTAINS A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL RISK FACTORS AND EACH FEE TO BE CHARGED TO YOUR ACCOUNT BY 

THE COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR (“CTA”). THE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION (“CFTC”) REQUIRE THAT PROSPECTIVE 

CUSTOMERS OF A CTA RECEIVE A DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT WHEN THEY ARE SOLICITED TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WHEREBY THE CTA WILL DIRECT OR GUIDE 

THE CLIENT’S COMMODITY INTEREST TRADING AND THAT CERTAIN RISK FACTORS BE HIGHLIGHTED. THIS DOCUMENT IS READILY ACCESSIBLE AT THIS SITE. THIS 

BRIEF STATEMENT CANNOT DISCLOSE ALL OF THE RISKS AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF THE COMMODITY MARKETS. THEREFORE, YOU SHOULD PROCEED 

DIRECTLY TO THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT AND STUDY IT CAREFULLY TO DETERMINE WHETHER SUCH TRADING IS APPROPRIATE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR 

FINANCIAL CONDITION.

YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO ACCESS THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT. YOU WILL NOT INCUR ANY ADDITIONAL CHARGES BY ACCESSING THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT. 

YOU MAY ALSO REQUEST DELIVERY OF A HARD COPY OF THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT, WHICH WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED TO YOU AT NO ADDITIONAL COST.

MUCH OF THE DATA CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS TAKEN FROM SOURCES WHICH COULD DEPEND ON THE CTA TO SELF REPORT THEIR INFORMATION AND OR 

PERFORMANCE. AS SUCH, WHILE THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT AND REGARDING ALL CTA COMMUNICATION IS BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE AND ACCURATE, 

AND AUTHOR/PUBLISHER CAN MAKE NO GUARANTEE RELATIVE TO SAME. THE AUTHOR IS A REGISTERED ASSOCIATED PERSON WITH THE NATIONAL FUTURES 

ASSOCIATION.

No part of this publication or website may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the 
1976 United States Copyright Act, without either the prior written permission of the Publisher.

DOCUMENT DISCLOSURE
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No wonder that each week, Opalesque publications are read by more than 600,000 industry 
professionals in over 160 countries. Opalesque is the only daily hedge fund publisher which is 
actually read by the elite managers themselves 

Alternative Market Briefing is a daily newsletter on the
global hedge fund industry, highly praised for its complete-
ness and timely delivery of the most important daily news
for professionals dealing with hedge funds.

A SQUARE is the first web publication, globally, that is
dedicated exclusively to alternative investments with
"research that reveals" approach, fast facts and investment
oriented analysis.

Technical Research Briefing delivers a global perspective 
/ overview on all major markets, including equity indices, 
fixed Income, currencies, and commodities.

Sovereign Wealth Funds Briefing offers a quick and 
complete overview on the actions and issues relating to 
Sovereign Wealth Funds, who rank now amongst the most 
important and observed participants in the international
capital markets.

Commodities Briefing is a free, daily publication covering
the global commodity-related news and research in 26
detailed categories.

The daily Real Estate Briefings offer a quick and
complete oversight on real estate, important news related
to that sector as well as commentaries and research in 28
detailed categories.

The Opalesque Roundtable Series unites some of the 
leading hedge fund managers and their investors from 
specific global hedge fund centers, sharing unique insights 
on the specific idiosyncrasies and developments as well as 
issues and advantages of their jurisdiction.

Opalesque Islamic Finance Briefing delivers a quick and 
complete overview on growth, opportunities, products and 
approaches to Islamic Finance.

Opalesque Futures Intelligence, a new bi-weekly 
research publication, covers the managed futures commu-
nity, including commodity trading advisers, fund managers, 
brokerages and investors in managed futures pools, 
meeting needs which currently are not served by other 
publications.

Opalesque Islamic Finance Intelligence offers extensive 
research, analysis and commentary aimed at providing 
clarity and transparency on the various aspects of Shariah 
complaint investments.  This new, free monthly publication 
offers priceless intelligence and arrives at a time when 
Islamic finance is facing uncharted territory.

www.opalesque.com

compliant 
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